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This paper provides an overview of ``Architasker'', a large-scale crowdsourcing
approach, platform, and method that enables a collaborative professional
architectural design process in collaboration with a community of stakeholders.
The platform includes communicating complex architectural project
requirements; solution space exploration using different micro-tasks like
sketching, 2D and 3D CAD; design selection; and design review as an
evolutionary process. The architectural crowdsourcing model underlying the
platform is contextualized in the state-of-the-art research on creative
crowdsourcing methods and is supported by relevant evidence from empirical
experiments. Experimental results validate the effectiveness of the method to
generate architectural artifacts by harnessing the skills, talents, and experience
of architects and the opinions and values of the stakeholders.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in information technologies have
led to the emergence of new collaborative design
methods. One such method is crowdsourcing, an
Internet-based method that allows speciﬁed crowds
to collaborate on producing information products.
The term “crowdsourcing” was coined to refer
to a production method where traditional work performed by an employee was outsourced to a large
and undeﬁned group of people. Since then, the term
has acquired many and varied uses. For instance,
crowdsourcing can refer to the recently emerging
Internet phenomenon where diﬀerent websites use
their audiences to generate new knowledge or to the

practice of publishing an ‘open call’ to receive information proposals from the public. Crowdsourcing
unfolds in the following three steps: (1) disassembling a complex cognitive task into several microtasks; (2) using collective intelligence to solve those
micro-tasks; and (3) reassembling the solutions.
Since architecture is an information industry (Porat 1977), information technologies have a strong
potential in collaborative architectural design as an
open-source, transparent, community-engaging design process (Ratti and Claudel 2015; Dortheimer and
Margalit 2020).
However,
despite the advantages of
crowdsourcing-such as the possibility to reach, re-
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cruit and engage a vast and worldwide pool of human intelligence (Milo 2011) or cost-eﬀectiveness
due precise budget allocation and organization of
work in micro-tasks (Milo 2011), available crowdsourcing methods (e.g., Wu et al. 2015; Retelny et al.
2014; Valentine et al. 2017) remain somewhat limited
in coping with architectural design challenges (see
Table 1). Speciﬁcally, available methods fall short
of integrating the input of various members in the
design product and in facilitating this input in the
course of the design process, rather than at its end.

Architecture Competitions
Crowdsourcing is not fundamentally new to architectural design (Angelico and As 2012). In fact, public contests, which are similar to crowdsourcing in
that they are based on an “open-call” to an undeﬁned crowd, have long been a common and accepted practice used to generate and evaluate innovative design solutions. Overall, architectural competitions are an essential part of the training of architects in higher education institutions (Guilherme,
2014). Given that competitions are part of the architect’s tradition, several architectural crowdsourcing websites oﬀer their clients arranging online architecture competitions have emerged. However, while
the competition model is a valuable innovation approach in architecture, it does not facilitate the collaboration of various stakeholders in the design process. Except for deﬁning the requirements and selecting the winner, the owner and other stakeholders are not directly involved in the design process. In
addition, since most of the competition participants
are not compensated for their eﬀorts, this approach
raises several ethical issues (Deamer 2015; Keslacy
2018). In this context, there is an urgent need to investigate the potential of crowdsourcing methods in
architectural design.
In the present study, we experimented with an
online collaborative software that is similar to Virtual
Design Studio (VDS), a software that supports communication, organization, and presentation of designs (Maher and Simoﬀ 1999; Chiu 2002) and oﬀers

a ﬂexible creative virtual environment for design and
critique (Lotz et al. 2019). Our approach adapts representation ideas from VDS, but more importantly,
distributes the creative process using micro-tasks
and enforces a speciﬁc workﬂow.

Research Approach
Our aim was to develop a creative architectural
crowdsourcing model based on stand-alone microtasks and assembling their output into a larger product. Since micro-tasks are limited in their scope, the
crowdsourcing process requires both the designs of
multiple architects and the design preferences and
feedback of stakeholders.
The main research question addressed in this
study was as follows: What types of crowdsourcing
strategies and workﬂows can improve the integration of
multiple architects and stakeholders during the design
process?
To address this question, based on the results
of a review of relevant literature in the ﬁeld of creative crowdsourcing, we ﬁrst constructed a preliminary crowdsourcing model. Then, the model was applied as a web-based software, tested and developed
in two experimental workshops delivered over two
semesters. A total of 25 architecture students from
the 2nd to the 5th years of study and eight experienced architects recruited through the Upwork freelance platform participated in the study.
The students were rewarded with one academic
point for their participation over the semester; the
freelance architects were paid between 7 and 10 USD
per hour. Each lesson included 2-3 experiments and
a survey to capture the participants’ feelings and
opinions. The data, including the generated artifacts, rating, review, survey answers, were stored in
a database for further analysis and comparison. The
quality of the produced artifacts was evaluated by
three expert architects. Based on the results of this
analysis, the initial model was updated. Finally, the
updated model was also experimentally tested (see
Figure 1).
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Table 1
Comparison of
creative design and
creative
crowdsourcing
methods

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we review several previous studies of creative crowdsourcing. Next, we present our crowdsourcing model by describing the protocol objects,
micro-task blocks, and the creative process. Then,
we present the some results and discuss issues that
have emerged during the experiments and aﬀected
our model. Finally, the results are summarized, and
conclusions are drawn.

Creative Crowdsourcing
This section reviews several crowdsourcing systems
and previous studies that aimed to capture human
creativity in creative and complex tasks, such as
graphic design, software development, article writing, and so forth. As will be discussed in this section,
each relevant method attempts to implement a different mode of operation and has its own strengths
and limitations. Our work integrates the essential
ideas from these methods into a crowd-based architecture design process.
Until now, available crowdsourcing systems have
applied diﬀerent approaches to split complex tasks
into micro-tasks and to merge the output of those

multiple micro-tasks into a larger product. One of the
relevant approaches is to create micro-tasks based on
a dependency graph algorithm that spouts new tasks
based on the completion of other tasks, thereby enhancing the eﬀectiveness of the workﬂow (Kulkarni
et al. 2011; Kittur et al. 2011). Diﬀerent approaches
are based on a genetic-like algorithm where more
creative designs are generated (Yu and Nickerson
2011). However, our creative process is based on tree
logic, having artifacts as branches and new designs as
leaves (Sun et al. 2015).
An essential part of creative crowdsourcing approaches is the way to select the most desirable outcomes. In this respect, most methods select tasks by
performing an evaluation task where the participants
rate the designs on a scale (Kittur et al. 2011; Yu and
Nickerson 2011; Wu et al. 2015). Therefore, this approach is similar to the one employed in the traditional competition model .
Overall, architecture is described using a graphic
representation. Previous research has used digital
sketching tools to generate design ideas using various web-based tools, including an iPad touch-based
application (Sun et al. 2015), mouse sketching (Yu
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and Nickerson 2011; Wu et al. 2014), or parametric
design (Fisher-Gewirtzman and Polak 2017). However, in the present study, along with oﬄine traditional design methods like napkin sketches (Goldschmidt 1991; Shah et al. 2001), we also applied
oﬄine digital tools like SketchUp models and AutoCAD drawings shared and presented using Autodesk’s cloud platform A360.
Finally, to collect the review data from stakeholders and architects, we assumed that the feedback
given to study participants improves the quality of
generated solutions (Wooten and Ulrich 2017, Luther
et al. 2015; Greenberg et al. 2015).

on RIBA’s plan of work (RIBA 2013). Since an architectural project brief might span hundreds of pages,
which makes it impractical to use it for micro-tasks
that are only several hours long, the brief object is a
summary of a standard brief and includes the project
name, desired outcomes, client proﬁle, project objectives, project stakeholders, and links to various resources such as Wikipedia pages, Google Earth, or
photos of the area and precedents. The brief also
includes essential site information, such as site CAD
model, which includes the plot and surroundings to
provide a better understanding of the existing spatial
settings.
The artifact objects, which are generated in design micro-tasks, later become inputs for the next
micro-tasks that build upon them. Artifacts, which
hold a reference to traditional architectural artifacts
by having graphic or CAD ﬁles, contain textual descriptions and review information to facilitate the
improvement process. Our system includes the
following artifacts: concept sketches, architectural
sketches, 2D CAD drawings, and 3D CAD models.
Therefore, our system is similar to the commercial architectural crowdsourcing systems and diﬀers from
most research-based systems that use exclusively online tools.

CROWDSOURCING MODEL
This section describes our reﬁned crowdsourcing
model on three levels. First, we present the protocol objects: the brief object and the artifacts objects.
This is followed by the discussion of the “DesignSelect-Review blocks” (DSR blocks), which represent
design iteration in the creative process and are identiﬁed by the speciﬁc artifact they generate. The blocks
have artifact and brief used as a protocol between the
tasks. Finally, we describe the creative process based
on the DSR blocks.

Protocol Objects
The information transferred between micro-tasks is
deﬁned by the following two types of objects: (1) the
brief object and (2) the artifact objects.
The brief object is a data structure loosely based

Figure 1
Architasker screens:
Task list, Artifact
tree, Brief, Example,
Review and Steps

Figure 2
The DSR block
process and actors
diagram

DSR Blocks
The DSR blocks are small design competitions performed by multiple participants (see Figure 2). Each
block consists of the following three types of tasks:
(1) design tasks to explore the design space; (2) selection tasks aiming to identify the most suitable artifacts; and (3) review tasks aiming to provide valuable feedback for later iterations. Every block is performed in synchronous iterations, so that all microtasks of one type must be completed before start-
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ing on the next type of micro-tasks. Any micro-task
should be independent of other tasks other than the
performance order set in the creative process. Microtasks are designed in a way so that they can be performed with random participants. New tasks are assigned automatically to selected participants once all
active tasks are concluded. The selection of the participants is performed by the project manager.
Figure 3
Creative process
diagram

Design micro-task. The goal of design micro-tasks is
to generate a new artifact using a limited-time design
charrette. The input for these tasks is a brief and an
optional base-artifact that includes reviews.
A design micro-task consists of the following
screens: (1) a brief overview screen showing all
requirements and information; (2) a task overview
screen that includes a video demonstrating the task
and example outputs; (3) an optional base-artifact
screen showing an artifact to improve, along with all
collected feedback and ﬁles to download; (4) a tasksteps screen that provides technical steps to complete the task, e.g., how to crop and enhance photographs of sketches, or how to upload CAD models.
Selection micro-task. The goal of selection microtasks is to provide a rating that is then used to ﬁlter
the artifacts obtained from numerous design microtasks to select the most suitable designs for further
improvement. An array of artifacts is obtained as input, and the ﬁltered array includes at least one artifact. This is achieved by collecting the selections
of multiple participants and combining them using
a predeﬁned threshold.
Selection micro-tasks consist of the brief
overview screen and the selection screen that displays all artifacts produced in the last design iteration, and only one artifact can be selected in each
micro-task.
Review micro-task. Review micro-tasks involve requesting from the participants various types of review data, such as design critique, and improvement
ideas. In a micro-task, the brief and one artifact are
received as input, while the output is an artifact with
added information.
The task consists of the following two screens:

(1) the brief overview screen; and (2) a review screen
showing an artifact to be reviewed, the artifact it is
based on, and an input area. The input area collects
information via open-ended questions for qualitative
critique. For qualitative feedback, the participants
have to respond to the following questions: “What
do you like about the design?” and “How would you
improve the design?”

Creative Process
The crowdsourcing process starts with the creation
of a brief speciﬁed by the project manager (see Figure 3). Next, the ﬁrst DSR block generates conceptual sketches provided to an iterative improvement
process. The sketches are then explored using an architectural sketching block that generates plans, elevations, and sections. In the next block, the selected
architectural artifacts are merged into 3D CAD models. The selected 3D models are detailed to 2D CAD
plans, sections, and elevations in the following block.
The resulting 2D CAD drawings are provided again
to the architectural sketching block for another improvement iteration (see Figure 4).
After 3D Model-Integration, there is a stoppingcondition, since this is the only point where a monovalent artifact provides a full picture of the design.
3D sketch DSR block - Concept. The aim of the ﬁrst
stage is to explore the design space and generate
multiple design proposals that solve the high-level
requirements. This is achieved by sketching microtasks that require a 3D presentation of an architectural idea. Finally, the most suitable sketches are selected, and review information is added using the selection and review micro-tasks that are a part of the
block.
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2D sketch DSR block - Architectural. Concept
sketches provide limited architectural information.
Accordingly, sketching micro-tasks are used to generate plans, sections, and elevation sketches from a
concept artifact via adding more vital information.
In later iterations, along with concept sketches, this
block also receives 2D CAD drawings to facilitate abstract problem solving using sketching. Again, the
most valuable artifacts are selected, and review information is provided using selection and review microtasks.
3D Model-Integration DSR block. Upon generation
of multiple architectural artifacts, this block merges
them into 3D CAD models. This design task requires
the architects to choose a conceptual artifact, collect the relevant architectural artifacts, and generate
a 3D model using the SketchUp software. The precise nature of the CAD model requires the architect
to solve spatial issues that did not exist in the 2D
sketch, which adds more information. Upon completion of all tasks, the artifacts are selected using selection micro-tasks, reviewed, and valuable feedback for
further improvement is provided.

2D CAD DSR block - Division. The 2D Division DSR
block generates 2D CAD drawings, such as plans, sections, and elevations from the model. Technically,
this is performed via ﬁrst creating “2D planes” and
then exporting them from the SketchUp software
to AutoCad (a 2D drawing software). The drawings
are detailed by adding furniture, doors, windows,
and materials that meet predeﬁned technical instructions. The ﬁnished drawings are ﬁltered by a selection micro-task and undergo review for further issues
that arise from the drawings. Finally, the selected
artifacts are provided as input for the architectural
sketch task for further improvement and detailing of
the design.
Stopping condition. On reaching the maximum deﬁned number of iterations or upon a project manager
decision, the design process stops. As mentioned
previously, this occurs only after the 3D CAD block, an
information-rich 3D model, is created. The decision is
based on the manager’s judgment that takes into account the generated artifacts design ﬁtness, quality,
budget, and time constraints.

RESULTS
The crowdsourcing model was tested in 26 experiments. A total of 232 architectural artifacts were generated using the design task. 5671 ratings and selections were generated using the selection task. 3164
reviews were generated by the review task. Furthermore, a total of 552 survey responses were collected.
The crowdsourcing method successfully produced multiple architectural designs. The designs
evolved over time through diﬀerent architectural
media and using diﬀerent tools. The concept of organizing the micro-tasks in DSR blocks proved to be
beneﬁcial, since it helped to cope with the complexity and multiplicity of the creative process.

Design Task
The results showed that compared to the CAD software, sketching was beneﬁcial for the generation of
quick conceptual designs. In addition, several experiments were conducted to improve CAD artifacts.
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Figure 4
An example of the
diﬀerent DSR block
output artifacts
generated in an
experiment to
design a detached
house

Using CAD software, the participants demonstrated
poor performance in improving the design comparison to sketching. Moreover, the design quality deteriorated over time. However, when the participants
were asked to use sketching to improve various CAD
ﬁles, better performance was observed.
Figure 5
Average expert
rating gap between
the 2nd-3rd year
students vs. 4th-5th
year students across
four experiments

Figure 7
Relation between
experts and
participants’
average ratings
shown similar
evaluations.

ier, and a clear identiﬁcation of the best artifact was
possible (see Figure 6).
In this study, the design task experiments were
conducted with students of 2th-5th years of study;
the work was also evaluated by both expert architects and non-architects. The results of comparing the ratings showed a correlation between expert
and
average ratings and student ratings
( 2 non-expert
)
r = 0.64 (see Figure 7).
It is important to note that when designers participate in the selection tasks, we noted bias issues.
Some designers selected their own designed artifacts
and rated them higher in contrast to the expert evaluation and the evaluation of the rest of the participants.

As can be seen in Figure 5, more experienced participants (i.e., 4th and 5th students) demonstrated better
design performance and received 15% higher expert
ratings on average. In addition, the artifacts generated by more experienced architects were selected
more frequently.

Selection Task
Selecting the best design ideas is a challenging task,
thus we tried to create a method of measuring good
architectural design using a well-structured microtask.
We experimented with some artifact rating
micro-tasks using diﬀerent rating criteria. Then, following Wu et al. (2015), the results were compared
to expert ratings. The results showed that, while
there was a high correlation between expert and
non-experts ratings, in many cases, the most promising designs were in the second or third places, with a
minimal diﬀerence from the highest score (see Figure
6).
Instead of providing a rating score for each artifact, we asked the participants to select the best artifact from a list. Due to providing the participants with
an overview of all artifacts, the selection became eas-

Review Task
In experimenting with review tasks, we evaluated the
quality of reviews and examined whether the designers addressed the issues in the next design task. The
results showed that a review task requires suﬃcient
time in order to be able to provide useful review data.
Limiting the number of questions generated more
detailed reviews. Also, reviewing all generated artifacts before the selection task was wasteful, since
most of the artifacts were discarded.
The analysis of the review data did not highlight
considerable diﬀerences between reviews provided
by more and less senior students.
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DISCUSSION
In the present study, we experimented with the
crowdsourcing software to evaluate the eﬀectiveness, quality, and eﬃciency of the tested model. This
section discusses some questions that have emerged
during the experiments and aﬀected the reﬁned
model presented in the previous sections.

Sketching
According to our results, sketching proved to be a fast
and eﬀective way to express design ideas, plans, sections, and elevations. Speciﬁcally, it has proven to be
not only beneﬁcial for ideation, but also capable of
facilitating problem solving.
While sketching is known to be a valuable
design-thinking tool (Goldschmidt 1991), design
crowdsourcing research has been more focused on
digital tools (Yu and Nickerson 2011; Sun et al. 2015;
Wu et al. 2015). Based on our results, we argue that
sketching is a valuable tool that can be meaningfully
used in design crowdsourcing and digital workﬂows.

Artifact Selection
The observed high correlation between the average ratings of non-experts and experts suggests that
stakeholders’ opinions about artifacts may be similar
to those of architecture experts.
We also observed that it was beneﬁcial to allow
parallel development of multiple ideas, as this involved multiple branches in the design process and
added fuzziness and tolerance in the selection of the
most suitable artifacts (see also Sun et al. 2015). However, a limitation of this approach is that it may be

time-consuming and not suﬃciently cost-eﬀective:
that is, time and money could be invested in the ideas
that will be later discarded. Notwithstanding, the advantages of this approach are that, ﬁrst, it allows competition between ideas that facilitate better design
and, second, it reassures stakeholders and designers that decisions are made democratically, and that
multiple opinions are allowed.
Furthermore, in order to identify the best designs, we allowed the designers to choose the artifact they wanted to develop. Following Sun et al.
(2015), we assumed that the best designs would be
selected by the highest number of designers. This approach was proven successful, and the designer selection was similar to expert evaluation and the selection task outcome. However, there could a bias when
some designers decide to keep their low-quality artifact. Therefore, this method cannot replace a selection task and should follow it to allow designers to
select the artifact they prefer.

Quality Considerations
Quality is achieved through the multiplicity of design
tasks and produced artifacts. The selection process
highlights the best designs, ensuring that high quality is achieved. However, there are several considerations regarding the quality of the artifacts.
The results of the ﬁrst experiment demonstrated
that providing a brief right before the sketching task
was stressful for the participants, resulting in lowquality artifacts. After providing the brief a day
before the task, the participants performed better
and more eﬀectively focused on the design. Based
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Figure 6
A comparison
between artifact
rating (left panel)
and artifact
selection (right
panel) tasks. Due to
minor diﬀerences, it
was not clear from
the rating output
which was the
preferred artifact
(left panel).
However, the
selection task
provided a clear
overview on the
preferred artifacts
(right panel).

on these results, we can conclude that, in creative
crowdsourcing tasks, additional time should be provided to the designers to “sleep over it” before they
start expressing the design.
The survey results also showed that the participants enjoyed using the software, creating designs and getting satisfaction from the competition.
Therefore, the competition promoted achievement
of better results (i.e., higher-quality artifacts); a positive trend between the following experiment artifact
evaluations is shown in Figure 5.

Participatory Design
This paper aimed to identify crowdsourcing methods that would help integrate designers and stakeholders into a creative process. The proposed process consisted of design, selection, and review microtasks. We experimentally determined in which tasks
non-expert stakeholders and community members
can participate.
Design micro-tasks should be performed by architects, since architectural design skill that takes
considerable time to learn (Dortheimer and Margalit
2020). Architects know how to solve complex requirements, generate quality sketches and operate
CAD software. However, although non-architects
may lack the skills to express an idea using sketching,
and most non-experts do not have the knowledge of
the CAD software, this does not mean that all nonarchitects cannot participate. However, if they participate, in all likelihood, they will underperform, and
their artifacts will be discarded. In our results, we observed a strong correlation between design experience and artifact quality evaluation (see Figure 5).
Since selecting speciﬁc designs does not necessarily require a priori knowledge or skills, the selection of most suitable artifacts may be performed by
non-experts. This conclusion is based on the experiment results (see Figure 7) on the correlation between non-expert and expert evaluations. While professional architects may have a broader understanding of the quality of a design, in the present study,
we reasoned that owing to a better knowledge of

the project’s environment, culture, and context, nonexpert stakeholders’ input is as signiﬁcant as that of
experts. However, allowing the designers to select
their desired artifact might be biased and should thus
be discouraged.
Similarly to the selection micro-task, the review
micro-tasks can be performed by both experts and
non-experts.

Limitations and Future Research
The present study has several limitations. First, while
we experimented with a group of participants (N=33)
that was suﬃcient for our experiments, but this does
not constitute as a “crowd”. We suggest that future
research will experiment with a group of hundreds
participants acting as stakeholders to learn more
about the selection and review tasks. Second, our
results are based on experiments with architecture
students with one to four years of experience, acting
as stakeholders with a simulated project and not real
stakeholders. Further research with a real-life urban
project and communities could test the software and
model on a larger scale. It would also be highlight important issues related to socio-demographic inequality in crowdsourced civic participation.

CONCLUSIONS
This study presented a large-scale crowdsourcing
model and platform based on the evidence from 26
experiments. The presented model successfully generated artifacts by engaging architects and stakeholders in the creative process by harnessing the architects‘ creativity and skill, on the one hand, and the
stakeholders’ viewpoints, on the other hand. Therefore, the process successfully integrated the various
stakeholders in the course of the design process,
rather at its end.
We used the DSR blocks as a framework for creative crowdsourcing. Our results highlight the signiﬁcance of sketching in the creative process for
idea generation and design thinking, as well as for
the digital process. Based on the results, we suggest that, compared to rating micro-tasks, selection
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micro-tasks yield output of a more manifest and distinct quality. Our results also highlight the importance of taking into account psychological considerations, providing designers with a brief in advance,
and encouraging competitive spirit among the participants of crowd-sourcing projects.
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